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INTRODUCTION
The accelerating pace of change and complexity in the engineering of new products is
no surprise to any engineering organization—and the high-level goals largely remain the
same: pursue innovation, decrease cycle time and cost, while improving product quality.
Ongoing waves of digital transformation bring not only the promise of new ways of managing
engineering information and processes, but also the threat of being out-competed, disrupted,
and left behind. New technologies and techniques, such as digitalization and model-based
engineering, introduce new opportunities, but are too often shoehorned into existing methods
and processes, reducing their effectiveness and impact.
Systems engineering (SE) was developed at a time when the prevailing information
authoring systems included drafting pens and typewriters, so naturally drawings and
documents became their fundamental organizing paradigms. Exploiting new technologies
and techniques means rethinking how information is stored, integrated, and used across the
lifecycle, and transforming the engineering processes that create and use it.
To deliver tomorrow’s intelligent
connected products, better
compete, and take advantage
of new business opportunities,
engineering organizations in
all industries must consider fundamental changes to time-honored, but likely outdated,
engineering practices, organizational structures, and information management approaches.
In this first part of a two part series, we’ll discuss the rationale for SE and PLM together.
In part two, we’ll explore a vision for engineering information and processes using a
combined approach.
This paper focuses on how the holistic management of engineering information and
processes, across the entire engineering lifecycle, can bring immediate benefits and also
provide a foundation for continuous improvement—perhaps even transformation—of
engineering. Traditional, or at least common, ways of handling engineering information and
processes are examined and a new approach is suggested, along with the main requirements
for engineering systems needed to support it.
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WHY SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND PLM
In order to optimize the flow of information and process throughout, it seems clear that
organizations must take a holistic view of the engineering process, from the earliest
formulation and conceptual stages to the final steps of system disposal or replacement. Two
engineering disciplines stand out as taking this holistic, full-lifecycle viewpoint: systems
engineering (SE) and product lifecycle management (PLM). While they are by no means
identical or equivalent, both disciplines claim the entire product lifecycle and both tend to
promise benefits of cost savings, cycle time acceleration and better product quality, when
they are implemented correctly.
Compare the product development lifecycle as illustrated in the INCOSE Systems
Engineering Handbook (Figure 1) with the product lifecycle considered by PLM (Figure 2) as
drawn by research and consulting firm, CIMdata. While both lifecycles have similar breadth
and reach from product cradle to grave (lust to dust as some have put it), as illustrated
in Figure 3, systems engineering emphasizes the early-stage activities of requirements
development, modeling, architecture development, and analysis and simulation, while PLM
has traditionally begun later—focusing on physical design, physical modeling, and part-whole
structures as represented in bills-of-materials. So while both disciplines claim the entire
lifecycle, they are essentially complementary in their coverage.
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Figure 1: Generic lifecycle stages as shown in the INCOSE Handbook, p. 29
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Figure 2: PLM Lifecycle from CIMdata (2016)
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Figure 3: SE and PLM throughout the lifecycle
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There are historical reasons for the differences in how SE and PLM address the lifecycle.
Growing out of the aerospace and defense industry, SE begins the product development
process with a set of very specific and detailed requirements which are necessary for
the acquiring government agency, usually military, to provide to a defense contractor.
Systems engineers, on the acquiring agency side, focused on developing these large sets
of requirements and perhaps models as well, while systems engineers on the contractor
side, focused on the analysis and sometimes modeling of these requirements to ensure
that the systems conformed. This is no mere exercise, as tracking the precise fulfillment of
requirements is how contractors are paid for their work in developing the system.
To support the product development process, systems engineering developed a rich
set of methods for requirements engineering and management, and verification and
validation including methods based on models (known as MBSE—model based systems
engineering), rather than text, to better manage the increasing complexity of systems
and their requirements.
PLM, on the other hand, grew primarily out of the need to manage CAD drawings,
models, BoMs, and change. Most of the traditional PLM solution providers initially
offered CAD solutions and later expanded to PLM. Like SE, PLM retains its heritage.
PLM approaches typically start with, and center around, the physical design and
structure of a system being developed.
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SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND PLM IN PRACTICE
Systems engineering focuses on the early lifecycle while PLM focuses on later aspects
and each thinks differently about the structure of engineering information. In PLM, the
essential, foundational element for engineering information is the part. Part/whole and part/
subassembly/assembly structures as stored in bills-of-materials, are the hub around which
all other engineering is built. The implied assumption is that the product lifecycle and the
“real” engineering work doesn’t actually begin until parts are defined.
For the systems engineer,
however, the product
development process begins
much earlier. Especially if the
engineering project involves
something innovative,
novel, or even disruptive,
where part and assembly
structures cannot be known
at the outset. For the systems
engineer there is much
to be done in the areas of
requirements engineering,
architecture, modeling,
and behavioral analysis
before the physical design
can be developed. Systems engineers therefore, tend to base all of their information on
requirements that originally come from customers and stakeholders. Information produced
in the systems engineering process tends to be linked or traced back to these original
requirements. Information including downstream derived requirements, architectural and
behavioral models, features, designs, specifications, use cases, user stories, and even
product configurations, are all keyed to requirements in the world of systems engineering.
This is not to say that all systems engineering and requirements work is done before any
parts and assemblies can be identified. As illustrated in Figure 3, both systems engineering
and PLM work are done in some measure throughout the lifecycle.
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FEASIBILITY OF ACHIEVING CONCURRENT DESIGN
The significant benefit for systems-level design comes in achieving an improved level of
concurrent design. There are two factors that may influence the degree of concurrency in
the development process. One is the degree of innovation or novelty present in the project.
If the project is mostly a revision of an existing system and the revision won’t dramatically
affect the structure or behavior of the system, then using the existing system’s part/
assembly information and bill of materials makes sense, with new requirements fostering
clear changes to the physical designs. If the project involves any
real innovation however, there are many architectural decisions

Traditional PLM System

to be made before a physical design is fully committed. In
CAD Designs
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Models

BoM

fact, it’s a well-known principle in systems engineering that
committing to a physical design, or even allowing tacit physical

Stored as documents

assumptions, can limit creativity and impede innovation.
Systems engineers spend considerable effort analyzing

Stored as files

requirements, formulating logical and functional architectures,
and deliberating over trade-off choices—all before there are any

Figure 4: Legacy PLM approach with external Systems
Engineering information.

parts and assemblies named.

The second factor that influences concurrency is the approach taken to the development
lifecycle. In a pure waterfall lifecycle, each type of work is completed as its own phase, before
the next phase is begun. Requirements analysis is completed before logical architecture,
which in turn is completed before high-level design and low-level design. In a more agile
lifecycle, where an aspect of the system is completely implemented by a cross-functional
team, requirements, logical architecture, and physical design must be worked concurrently
for the chosen aspect of the system.
Even acknowledging these two factors and the
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Requirements
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Figure 5: Integrated SE/PLM System

concurrency that may be present in the development
BoM

lifecycle, the part/assembly relationships in the
BOM would not be the place that the development
team as a whole would begin. Basing all engineering

information on the physical design/BOM structure means that the information can only take
shape after the BOM is created, which is after a great deal of systems engineering work has
already been done.
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INDIVIDUAL LIMITATIONS OF SE AND PLM
NECESSITATE A COMBINED APPROACH
While both SE and PLM seek to address the full product development lifecycle, each tends
to have limitations in addressing the entire scope of engineering information and processes.
SE tends to limit coverage to the design and specification of the product or system being
developed, its verification and validation when complete, and the details of its end-of-life.
Systems engineers don’t focus on the discipline-specific engineering aspects of a product,
such as electrical, mechanical and software engineering but instead rely on a handoff from
the systems level to the discipline level.
Since systems engineers work separately from the discipline-specific
engineers, the information each deals with is similarly separated.
Systems engineers manage requirements, overall system architecture,
specifications, and other information mostly in documents or special
purpose tools, as opposed to a system integrated with other engineering
information.
PLM, for its part, tends to focus on managing physical design through the
management of CAD models, drawings, BoMs, and change, so naturally
this work begins later in the lifecycle, after the systems engineering work
has been handed off to electrical, mechanical, and software engineers.
Electrical and mechanical engineers tend to manage their work directly
in the PLM system, while software engineers may use other systems,
storing only their final results in a PLM system.
In addition to electrical and mechanical designs, PLM systems may
manage other engineering information as files stored in the PLM
repository. Systems engineers may even store their document-oriented
information in a PLM system, using it as a versioned repository and
leading the organization to think that all engineering information is
integrated in one place. Having all engineering stored in one place
is certainly an advantage over engineering information residing on
personal hard drives, network folders, or file sharing systems, but storing
information only as documents has its limitations.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this first of our two-part series, we’ve explored the relative strengths of SE and PLM
individually as they pertain to stages of the product lifecycle. Recognizing these differences,
and developing a complementary approach that capitalizes on the strength of each, can
enable engineering teams to more comprehensively and efficiently address the full product
development lifecycle.
In part two, we’ll explore the ways that the holistic management of engineering
information and processes, across the entire engineering lifecycle, can bring immediate
benefits and also provide a foundation for continuous improvement—perhaps even
transformation—of engineering.
For more on systems engineering and PLM, read part two of this white paper.
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